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Dear Karen,
 
Gratitude. I often find myself thinking how grateful
my children should be for all that I do for them. Or
how grateful my husband should be that I dedicate
my life to taking care of him. Or how the neighbors
should appreciate my beautifully kept yard. The
other drivers should appreciate that I don't text and
drive anymore. Yes, my mind often races with
thoughts of gratitude. Haha!

Seriously though, I would hope that we all do many things everyday that
make others grateful. I'm not Mother Theresa but I like doing for others and
do so often! I love that I have the desire and ability to make life better for
others and create experiences that inspire grateful hearts.

If you are like me, you are undoubtedly grateful for all that we have... the
love in our lives, our warm and comfortable homes, our full bellies, security,
and on and on. 

But this is not the gratitude that I want to draw your attention to today. The
gratitude I'm referring to is the deep abiding gratitude that is accessible to
all but experienced by few. I have tasted it. I want more of it. The gratitude
I'm talking about is the peaceful knowing that others have gone before us to
lay the groundwork for the joy and peace we are experiencing today. The
knowledge that the earth has been rotating and evolving for eons... and that
we are walking on it at just the right time in history to accomplish the
purposes deep within our hearts. The gratitude that we are not each chance
happenings but part of a bigger plan. Gratitude that we are not ultimately in
control and therefore not ultimately responsible for the good, the bad, or
even the ugly. Of course we play a part and we have great influence over
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the the course of our lives... but the gratitude I'm referring to is the fact that
if we put our faith in the creator of the Universe... then we will have peace.  

I thank God that I have faith in Him. I lived many years without it. I was
happy. I had love. I had joy. But the deep gratitude and sense of 'all is well
in the world' only came when I put my faith in God. This is the gratitude I'm
talking about today. I hope you have it, too! :-)

Joyfully and with gratitude,

Lori Rhodes
Chicktime National Founder 
lori@mlrhodes.com
 

 

 

 
Catch up our latest Chapters News by visiting our bustling website. All Established

chapters are actively volunteering regularly in children's homes across America
and all the updates are posted! All Established chapters are listed on the

Established Chapter menu at Chicktime.com

We would also like to invite you to visit our emerging chapters websites to find out
how you can help. This month, we had 7 new leaders emerge to start up 7 new

chapters! Please click on the links below, what you read will inspire you and take
your breath away!  To visit our other emerging chapters, click on the USA map in

the left column of this e-newsletter.

Chicktime Welcomes 7 New Chapters!

Chicktime Tampa (Florida)
Founder: Tammy Fallin
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Chicktime Post Falls (Idaho)
Founder: Jarae Pearson 

Chicktime Palatine (Illinois)
Founder: Tes Fotidzis

Chicktime West Suburban (Illinois)
Founder: Elisabeth Christian
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Chicktime Lansing (Michigan)
Founder: Jennifer Knight

Chicktime Hicksville (New York)
Founder: Michelle Picarielo
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Chicktime Toledo (Ohio) 
Founder: Tina York
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